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ABSTRACT: This work shows that S atom substitution in
phosphate controls the directionality of hole transfer processes
between the base and sugar-phosphate backbone in DNA systems.
The investigation combines synthesis, electron spin resonance
(ESR) studies in supercooled homogeneous solution, pulse
radiolysis in aqueous solution at ambient temperature, and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations of in-house synthesized
model compound dimethylphosphorothioate (DMTP(O−)S)
and nucleotide (5’-O-methoxyphosphorothioyl-2′-deoxyguanosine
(G−P(O−)S)). ESR investigations show that DMTP(O−)S
reacts with Cl2

•− to form the σ2σ*1 adduct radical −P−S Cl,
which subsequently reacts with DMTP(O−)S to produce [−P−
S S−P−]−. −P−S Cl in G−P(O−)S undergoes hole transfer to
Gua, forming the cation radical (G•+) via thermally activated hopping. However, pulse radiolysis measurements show that
DMTP(O−)S forms the thiyl radical (−P−S•) by one-electron oxidation, which did not produce [−P−S S−P−]−. Gua in G−
P(O−)S is oxidized unimolecularly by the −P−S• intermediate in the sub-picosecond range. DFT thermochemical calculations
explain the differences in ESR and pulse radiolysis results obtained at different temperatures.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of DNA with ionizing radiation results in
instantaneous random ionization events both within the DNA
bases and the sugar-phosphate backbone that lead to the
creation of sites of electron loss (i.e., hole or cation radical)
and an ejected electron. Subsequent random trapping of these
excess electrons by bases and the sugar-phosphate backbone in
irradiated DNA forms transient anion radical sites.1−13

Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopic studies on the
analysis of cohort of trapped radicals in irradiated (irradiated at
4 K or at 77 K) DNA oligomers and in irradiated (irradiated at
77 K) hydrated (Γ = number of water molecules/nucleotide =
12 ± 2) DNA have shown that the holes localize on the most
electropositive base, guanine, and the excess electron localizes
on the electron-affinic bases, thymine and cytosine. Thus, these
studies provide the evidence of both hole and electron
transfer1−10,13 and are of great significance regarding the
ultimate location of DNA damage that lead to cell death,
mutations, and aging.10−16

Hole formation on the bases and on the sugar-phosphate
backbone upon ionization happens in proportion to the
electron density at that site.1,2,5−8,17−21 We note here that

extensive work has focused on the hole transfer processes in
DNA because it is thought to be the major damaging
entity.1−13 The hole localization at the guanine base in
irradiated DNA occurs via direct ionization and base-to-base
and backbone-to-base hole transfer processes.1,2,5−8,17−23

The rate and extent of hole transfer from the sugar-
phosphate backbone to the bases, from the bases to the sugar-
phosphate backbone and from phosphate to sugar in the
backbone determine the yield of sugar radicals.5,6,17−31

In phosphorothioates (Scheme 1), a sulfur atom is
introduced in place of a nonbridging oxygen in the phosphate
moiety, and this substitution decreases the ionization potential
of phosphorothioates relative to an unmodified phosphate in
DNA model compounds (monomers and oligomers).5,6,18,20

As a result, the lifetime of the hole on the sugar-
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phosphorothioate backbone increases and allows for direct
probing of only the backbone-to-base hole transfer processes
without the competing sugar radical formation via deprotona-
tion by ESR spectroscopy (Scheme 1).5,6,18,20

Our previous ESR spectroscopic investigations employing
phosphorothioate-incorporated DNA oligomers (S-oligomers)
and the phosphorothioate model compound diisopropyl
phosphorothioate (DIP, Figure 1) along with density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations established that the addition
of Cl2

•− to DIP and to the S-oligomers led to the two-center
three-electron σ2σ*1-bonded adduct radical (−P−S Cl)
formation (Scheme 2).18 For guanine-containing double-
stranded (ds) S-oligomers containing only one phosphor-
othioate, P−S Cl caused one-electron oxidation of guanine
base via thermally activated hopping but not of A, C, or T;
thus, P−S Cl led to selective hole transfer to only G base
(Scheme 2).18 Based on these ESR studies and DFT
calculations, the redox potential of P−S Cl was bracketed
between those of G and A base moieties.18 Furthermore,
employing AT S-oligomers with multiple phosphorothioates,
for example, d[ATATAsTsAsT]2, our ESR studies showed that
−P−S Cl reacts with a neighboring parent phosphorothioate
to form the σ2σ*1-bonded disulfide anion radical ([−P−S S−
P−]−).18
When the second nonbridging O atom was replaced with

another S atom in the phosphate moiety (phosphorodithioate,
Figure 1), the ionization potential was found to decrease even
lower than that of G•+ in 2′-deoxyguanosine-5′-mono-
phosphate (5’-dGMP).20 Neither the model compound for
these phosphorodithioates [DETP(S−)S, Figure 1] nor the
phosphorodithioate-modified 5’-dGMP (5’-O-methoxyphos-
phorodithioyl-2′-deoxygaunosine, G−P(S−)S, Figure 1)
showed the σ2σ*1-bonded −P−S Cl adduct radical forma-
tion.20 Instead, the dithiyl radical, P−2S•, was immediately
formed and a thermally activated hole transfer from G•+ to the
phosphorodithioate was found to occur unimolecularly,
creating more P−2S•, as confirmed by ESR in glassy systems

Scheme 1. Isolation of the Backbone-to-Base Hole Transfer Process Using Phosphorothioate

Figure 1. Chemical structures of compounds mentioned in this work:
dimethylphosphorothioate (DMTP(O−)S), 5’-O-methoxyphos-
phorothioyl-2′-deoxyguanosine (G−P(O−)S), ammonium O,O′-
diethyl dithiophosphate (DETP(S−)S), 5’-O-methoxyphosphoro-
dithioyl-2′-deoxyguanosine (G−P(S−)S), and diisopropyl phos-
phorothioate (DIP).

Scheme 2. A σ2σ*1 Bonded −P−S Cl Radical Is Formed When the S-Oligomer and Also Phosphorothioate Model Compound,
Dip, Interact with the CL2

•−.18 The −P−S Cl Radical then Accepts an Electron from the Base Forming a Cl− and a Base
(Guanine) Containing a Hole (Base (Guanine) Cation Radical, or G•+).18
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at low temperature, pulse radiolysis in aqueous solution at
ambient temperature, and by DFT calculations. ESR showed
that P−2S• underwent a bimolecular dimerization to form the
σ2σ*1-bonded disulfide anion radical ([−P−2S 2S−P−]−),
though this anion radical was not observed by pulse
radiolysis.20 Contrary to the backbone-to-base hole transfer
observed in phosphorothioates (Scheme 2),18 neither the
[−P−2S 2S−P−]− nor the P−2S• oxidized guanine and only
the base-to-backbone hole transfer process was observed in
phosphorodithioates.20

Apart from elucidation of the charge transfer processes
between backbone and base studied here, DNA model systems
(nucleotides and oligonucleotides of defined sequences) with
either phosphorothioate or phosphorodithioate substitutions
are widely employed as antisense nucleotides, owing to their
good cellular uptake due to better nuclease stability.32−35 In
fact, phosphorothioation has been one of the first backbone
modifications introduced.34 It is noteworthy that either
phosphorothioate or phosphorodithioate modification mini-
mally affects the DNA geometry and base stacking.18,20,34

Furthermore, phosphorothioation of the backbone is known to
occur in nature and has been observed in bacteria and
archea.35,36

Employing synthesis of the phosphorothioate model
compound dimethyl phosphorothioate (DMTP(O−)S,
Figure 1) and of the 5′-nucleotide having guanine base (G−
P(O−)S, Figure 1) as well as combining ESR spectroscopy,
pulse radiolysis, and DFT calculations in this work, we have
sought answers to the following questions:

• As with our previous work on phosphorothioates18 and
phosphorodithioates,20 do we observe P−S Cl for-
mation in DMTP(O−)S and G−P(O−)S both at
low temperature and at room temperature?

• Are the ESR parameters [e.g., hyperfine coupling
constant (HFCC) values, g-values] of P−S Cl and
[−P−S S−P−]−) radicals from DIP18 and from
DMTP(O−)S affected by the substituting groups
(isopropyl in DIP vs methyl in DMTP(O−)S)?

• Following the previous work from our laboratory on the
backbone-to-base on hole transfer in S-oligomers, would
P−S Cl be able to oxidize the G base in G−P(O−)S
unimolecularly?

• Employing picosecond pulse radiolysis, would it be
possible to obtain the timescale of the backbone-to-base
hole transfer process in G−P(O−)S in an aqueous
solution at room temperature?

• Considering the results of this work employing G−
P(O−)S and our previous studies on phosphoro-
thioate18 and phosphorodithioate,20 does the number of
substitutions of the O atom by S atom in the phosphate
control the direction of transfer of the hole and its
localization between base and backbone?

• What is the biological significance/implication of these
results?

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The compounds used in this work and the methodologies of
synthesis, ESR spectroscopic studies, pulse radiolysis, and DFT
calculations are presented in the supporting information along
with references.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Organization of the Results. This article reports the

one-electron oxidation of phosphorothioates and extends our
previous work on phosphorodithioate.20 It presents a
combination of synthesis, ESR spectroscopic studies, pulse
radiolysis, and DFT calculations. Results obtained from these
investigations and their relevant discussions are presented
below.

3.2. Synthesis. 3.2.1. Synthesis of G−P(O−)S Na+. The
investigated nucleotide G−P(O−)S was prepared by
introducing the thiophosphorane group using the oxathiaphos-
pholane methodology, which was developed by Stec et al. for
the stereocontrolled synthesis of phosphorothioate oligonu-
cleotides.37 This general route is applicable to the phosphor-
ylation and thiophosphorylation of nucleosides and amino
acids.38−40 First, 3′-acyl-protected dGuo (1)41 was combined
with chlorooxathiaphospholane42 (2; Scheme 3). The
subsequent tricoordinate phosphorus intermediate (not
illustrated and not isolated) was treated with elemental sulfur
in pyridine to lead to the corresponding 2-thio-1,3,2-
oxathiaphospholane (3).43 Intermediate 3 reacted with
methanol in the presence of a strong base (DBU). Following
deprotection (ammonium hydroxide solution), the resulting
phosphorothioate was converted into its sodium salt G−
P(O−)S Na+ (Dowex Na+; 56% yield), and it is described
below in more detail.
A round bottom flask (25 mL) was charged with acyl-

protected 2′-deoxyguanosine 1 (0.190 g, 0.501 mmol),
anhydrous pyridine (7 mL), and elemental sulfur (0.128 g,
0.501 mmol). 2-Chloro-1,3,2-oxathiaphospholane 2 (0.086 g,
0.60 mmol) was added dropwise with stirring. The reaction
mixture was stirred at rt. (room temperature) for 12 h. The
solvent was removed in vacuum, and the residue was triturated
with acetonitrile (10 mL). Undissolved sulfur was filtered off,
and the filtrate was concentrated in vacuum. The residue was
dissolved in chloroform (2−3 mL). Silica gel column
chromatography (2.5 × 18 cm, methanol in chloroform 0 →
5%) gave 3 as a white foam (0.156 g, 0.300 mmol; 60%). A
round bottom flask (25 mL) was charged with 3 (156 mg,
0.300 mmol), anhydrous methanol (5 mL). DBU (55 μL, 0.36
mmol) was added, and the mixture was stirred for 6 h at rt.
The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, and the
residue was dissolved in ammonium hydroxide solution (25%,
5 mL, removal of the protecting groups). The solvent was
removed by rotary evaporation. Ion exchange column
chromatography (DEAE-Sephadex A-25; eluent TEAB, 0 →
0.6 M, pH 7.5) gave phosphorothioate nucleoside as a
triethylammonium salt G−P(O−)S Et3N

+. Subsequent ion

Scheme 3. Synthesis of Phosphorothioate, G−P(O−)S Na+
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exchange chromatography (Dowex 50 WX4 Na+) produced
phosphorothioate nucleoside sodium salt G−P(O−)S Na+,
isolated as a white foam (0.063 g, 0.17 mmol; 56%). HRMS
(ESI-TOF) [M − H]− calcd for C11H16N5O6PS 376.0484,
found 376.0486. NMR (D2O, δ):

1H 7.94 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H,
H-8), 6.14 (dt J = 6.8, 2.4 Hz, 1H, H-1′), 4.56 (ddd, J = 6.0,
3.1, 3.1 Hz, 1H, H-3′), 4.11−4.08 (m, 1H, H-4′), 3.97−3.88
(m, 2H, H-5′, H-5″), 3.36 (d, J = 12.7 Hz, 3H, CH3), 2.71-
2.62 (m, 1H, H-2″), 2.38 (ddd, J = 14.0, 6.4, 3.6 Hz, 1H, H-
2’); 13C{1H} 159.00, 153.87, 151.32, 137.51 and 137.43,
116.15, 85.53 (J = 5.5 Hz) and 85.46 (J = 5.5 Hz), 83.63 and
83.53, 71.37 and 71.27, 65.27 and 65.12, 52.77 (J = 6.0 Hz)
and 52.76 (J = 6.4 Hz), 38.56 and 38.52; 31P{1H} 57.46,
57.40. RP-HPLC: Rt = 15.91; 16.33 min.
3.2.2. Synthesis of the Phosphorothioate Model Com-

pound, DMTP(O−)S Na+. Dimethyl phosphorothioate
sodium salt was prepared from diethyl phosphite in a manner
analogous to the reported protocol, with a comparable yield of
94%. As a thionation system, elemental sulfur/pyridine/
triethylamine was used, instead of benzoyl disulfide/dichloro-
methane/N,N-diisopropylethylamine.44

3.3. ESR Spectroscopic Studies. 3.3.1. Formation of
−P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− in the Homogeneous Glassy
Solution of DMTP(O−)S (2 mg/mL). The ESR spectrum
shown in Figure 2A (400 G scan) has been obtained at 77 K

using a γ-irradiated homogeneous glassy (7.5 M LiCl/D2O)
sample of DMTP(O−)S (2 mg/mL). Following our
previous studies, this spectrum shows the expected two low-
field resonances from the dichloride anion radical, Cl2

•−, and a
sharp singlet due to the sulfate anion radical, SO4

•−, at the
center.18,20,45,59

Cl2
•−, the matrix radical, is formed due to scavenging of a

radiation-produced hole by the glassy matrix (7.5 M LiCl) via
the following reactions:18,20,45

h Cl Cl+ →+ − • (1a)

Cl Cl Cl2+ →− • •−
(1b)

Scavenging of radiation-produced solvated electrons by
S2O8

2− leads to the formation of SO4
•− (reaction 2).18,20,45

e S O SO SOs 2 8
2

4
2

4+ → +− − − •−
(2)

The glassy matrix (7.5 M LiCl) becomes gradually softened
due to annealing (warming) at and above ca. 125 K; this
facilitates migration of radicals. Thus, SO4

•− can oxidize the
matrix (Cl−), thereby forming additional Cl2

•− (reaction
3).18,20,46,47

SO 2Cl SO Cl4 4
2

2+ → +•− − − •−
(3)

As a result, the solute, DMTP(O−)S, reacts with the only
radical species, Cl2

•−.18,20,45

We assign the spectrum (B, Figure 2) after annealing at ca.
145 K for 15 min to the σ2σ*1 adduct radical, −P−S Cl, as
found in our earlier work on the formation of a σ2σ*1 adduct
radical (−P−S Cl) via reaction of Cl2

•− with DIP.18 Here,
−P−S Cl formation occurs via reaction of Cl2

•− with
DMTP(O−)S (reaction 4).

This spectrum has a central doublet (ca. 18 G) due to an
isotropic α-P-coupling and a characteristic quartet owing to a
single anisotropic Cl with an A||

35Cl of ca. 63 G (see Table 1).
Using these HFCCs, a simulated spectrum (red) has been
generated, which shows a good match with experimental data.
The HFCCs due to single anisotropic Cl, an isotropic α-P, and
the anisotropic g-values of the −P−S Cl spectrum from
DMTP(O−)S (this work) are compared with those reported
for the −P−S Cl spectrum from DIP18 (Table 1).
The ESR spectrum (C, Figure 2) obtained after subsequent

annealing of the sample at ca. 160 K for 15 min in the dark is
found to be different from that of the σ2σ*1 adduct radical,
−P−S Cl (reaction 4, Figure 2 trace B). Based on our
previous work on the formation of the σ2σ*1 adduct radical,
[−P−S S−P−]−, via the addition of −P−S Cl with the
unreacted parent DIP;18 the blue spectrum in Figure 2C has
been assigned to the σ2σ*1 adduct radical, [−P−S S−P−]−. It
is the reaction of −P−S Cl with the unreacted parent
DMTP(O−)S that leads to the formation of [−P−S S−
P−]− (reaction 5).

The spectrum (C) in Figure 2 shows two isotropic couplings
assigned to two α-P. A simulation of this spectrum (red C,
Figure 2) employing two isotropic α-P-atom couplings of ca.
10.0 G and ca. 12.5 G (see Table 1) along with a mixed
Lorentzian/Gaussian (1/1) isotropic linewidth (5 G) and g-
values (1.9997, 2.011, and 2.01585) shows a good match
between the simulated (red) and experimentally obtained
(blue) spectra.
In Figure 3, the experimentally obtained ESR spectra of

DMTP(O−)S are compared with those reported from

Figure 2. (A) ESR spectrum (blue) showing SO4
•− and Cl2

•−

formation in γ-irradiated (absorbed dose = 1.4 kGy at 77 K)
homogeneous glassy sample of DMTP(O−)S (2 mg/mL) in the
presence of electron scavenger K2S2O8 at native pD of 7.5 M LiCl/
D2O (ca. 5). (B) Spectrum of the sample in (A) after annealing at ca.
145 K for 15 min in the dark.(C) Further annealing at ca. 160 K for
15 min. Red spectra in (B) and (C) are the simulated ESR spectra.
These are superimposed on the experimentally recorded spectra and
are assigned to −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]−, respectively (for
simulation parameters, see text). The experimental spectra shown in
A, B, and C of this figure are also presented in Figure 3. All
experimentally obtained spectra were recorded at 77 K. The three
reference markers (open triangles) represent Fremy’s salt resonance
position separated from each other by 13.09 G with the central
marker at g = 2.0056.
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DIP.18 Comparison of HFCCs and g-values of the σ2σ*1

adduct radicals, −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]−, from
DMTP(O−)S (this work) with the corresponding ones
reported from DIP18 (see Table 1) shows differences in the
magnitude of the anisotropic Cl HFCCs and in the nature and
extent of α-P HFCCs as well as in their g-values. It is apparent
from Table 1 and Figure 3 that there is a significant difference
in HFCCs and g-values are found to be pronounced for [−P−
S S−P−]− from DMTP(O−)S and DIP. We attribute these
differences to the differences in the inductive and hyper-
conjugation effects of the methyl and isopropyl groups.
3.3.2. Evidence of Backbone-to-Base Hole Transfer in the

Samples of G−P(O−)S. Based on our previous studies on
backbone-to-base hole transfer in an S-oligomers containing
guanine,18 ESR investigations were carried out employing
matched samples of G−P(O−)S at two different concen-
trations 2 and 11 mg/mL to test for hole transfer from P−
S Cl to G as well as [−P−S S−P−]− formation (Schemes 2
and 3). These results are shown in Figure 4. These samples

were first γ-irradiated at 77 K and subsequently been annealed
to ca. 140 K (Figure 4 top) and at ca. 145 K (Figure 4 bottom)
for 15 min in the dark, and their ESR spectra are presented as
spectra A in both panels of Figure 4. ESR spectra obtained

Table 1. Experimental and B3LYP-PCM/6-31++G(d)-Calculated HFCCs in Gauss (G) and Experimental g-Values for −P−
S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− from DIP and DMTP(O−)S samplesa,b

molecule radical nuclei

HFCC (G)

g-valuesexp theory

DMTP(O−)S −P−S Clc 35Cl ca. 63 1.24, 1.26, 63.29 2.0098, 2.00895, 2.0035
37Cl ca. 52.5

P ca. 18 −13.82, −13.11, −12.82
[−P−S S−P−]−d P1 ca. 10.0 −12.65, −12.06, −11.46 1.9997, 2.011, 2.01585

P2 ca. 12.5 −10.08, −9.3, −8.31
DIP18 (see Figure 3) −P−S Clc 35Cl ca. 67 −1.84, −1.79, 70.87 2.014, 2.014, 2.0028

37Cl ca. 55.8

P ca. 23 −12.78, −12.26, −11.89
[−P−S S−P−]−e P1 6.0, 9.0, 7.0 −9.8, −9.19, −7.77 1.99939, 2.0046, 2.0270

P2 16.0, 16.0, 17.0 −11.89, −11.56, −10.56
aExperiment gives the magnitude but not the sign of the coupling. bThe 35Cl isotope has 75% abundance. cLorentzian/Gaussian = 1 and linewidth
= 10 G were used to obtain the simulated spectrum (red) in Figure 2B. dLorentzian/Gaussian = 1 and linewidth = 5 G were used to obtain the
simulated spectrum (red) in Figure 2C. eLorentzian/Gaussian = 1 and linewidth = (3.5, 4.5, and 3.5) G were used to obtain the simulated
spectrum.18

Figure 3. ESR spectra of a homogeneous glassy sample of
DMTP(O−)S (2 mg/mL, blue) and DIP18 (2 mg/mL, red) in
the presence of electron scavenger K2S2O8 at a native pD of 7.5 M
LiCl/D2O (ca. 5). (A) SO4

•− and Cl2
•− formation in γ-irradiated (1.4

kGy at 77 K). (B) Spectrum of the sample in (A) after annealing at ca.
145 K and ca. 153 K for 15 min in the dark. (C) Further annealing at
ca. 155 K for 15 min and ca. 165 K for 20 min in the dark. All
experimentally obtained spectra were recorded at 77 K. The three
reference markers (open triangles) represent Fremy’s salt resonance
position separated from each other by 13.09 G with the central
marker at g = 2.0056.

Figure 4. ESR spectra (250 G scan) of γ-irradiated (absorbed dose =
1.4 kGy at 77 K) homogeneous glassy samples of G−P(O−)S 2
mg/mL (A, Top panel) and 11 mg/mL (A, Top panel) in the
presence of electron scavenger K2S2O8 at a native pD of 7.5 M LiCl/
D2O (ca. 5). (A) Spectrum of the sample after annealing to ca. 140 K
(top) and at ca. 145 K (bottom) in the dark for 15 min. The red
spectrum in (A) in both panels is the spectrum B in Figure 2 assigned
to −P−S Cl from DMTP(O−)S. (B) Spectra after annealing at ca.
150 K for 15 min in the dark in both panels. (C) Spectra after
annealing at ca. 155 K for 15 min in the dark in both panels. All
experimentally obtained spectra were recorded at 77 K. Spectra in
panels B and C match with the reported spectrum of guanine cation
radical (G•+) found in homogeneous glassy samples of dGuo or
guanine containing DNA-oligonucleotides, respectively.18,45−48
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after subsequent annealing of these samples to ca. 150 K (B)
and then at ca. 155 K (C) are presented in both panels of
Figure 4. These spectra were recorded under the same
conditions (constant gain and constant microwave power).
The −P−S Cl spectrum obtained from DMTP(O−)S

samples (spectra B of Figures 2 and 3) has been superimposed
(A) in both panels of Figure 4. This superimposition shows
that the spectra in both panels in Figure 4 have the line
components due to the −P−S Cl (ca. 80%) and a singlet
spectrum (ca. 20%) (reactions 6 and 7). ESR characteristics of
the singlet (g value at the center, g⊥, the total width, and the
lineshape) match very well with the already published ESR
spectrum of (G•+) from dGuo recorded under the same
conditions [at 77 K at the native pD (ca. 5) in 7.5 M LiCl/
D2O].

45−48 So, the spectra shown in both panels in Figure 4A
are composed of ca. 80% of the −P−S Cl spectrum from
DMTP(O−)S and ca. 20% of G•+ (reactions 6 and 7).
Hence, the singlet found at the center of all spectra in Figure 4
is assigned to G•+ (hole). The spectra at ca. 155 K (Figure 4C)
in both panels show primarily the spectra of G•+. Comparing
the spectra in Figure 4C with those in Figures 2C and 3C, we
conclude that the bimolecular formation of [−P−S S−P−]−
was not observed in G−P(O−)S at high concentration.

Cl G P(O ) S G P(O ) S Cl Cl2
ca.80%, addition

+ − = ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ − − −̇ +•− − − −

(6)

Cl G G 2Cl2
ca.20%, one electron transfer

+ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ +•− − •+ −
(7)

G P(O ) S Cl

G P(O ) S Cl
backbone to base hole transfer

− − −̇

⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ − = +

−

− − •+ − − (8)

The spectra (B and C) in both panels of Figure 4 were
recorded under the same conditions (constant gain and
constant microwave power). These spectra establish that the
line components of −P−S Cl progressively decrease (by a
factor of ca. 4) upon annealing, while the singlet at the center
due to G•+ increases by a factor of ca. 2. Thus, these results
provide clear evidence for thermally activated hole transfer
from −P−S Cl to the G moiety of G−P(O−)S forming G•+

(reaction 8), confirming our previous work on S-oligomers
(reaction 8).18

3.4. Pulse Radiolysis. Recent laser flash photolysis and
time-dependent DFT calculations on phosphorothioates
[O,O′-diethyl thiophosphate (DEP) and S-oligomers] in
aqueous solutions at room temperature proposed the
formation of −P−S Br and [−P−S S−P−]−.49 However,
our very recent work on phosphorodithioates combining
synthesis, ESR in homogeneous glassy solutions at low
temperature, and pulse radiolysis in aqueous solutions at
room temperature showed that the σ2σ*1 adduct radical, [−P−
2S 2S−P−]−, was indeed detected by ESR only at low
temperature and not by pulse radiolysis at room temperature.20

This difference was attributed to the weak two-center three-
electron bonding in [−P−2S 2S−P−]− that dissociated at
room temperature. Therefore, we have carried out pulse
radiolysis to verify the formation of σ2σ*1 adduct radicals, for
example, −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]−, in an aqueous
solution to test the stability of both −P−S Cl and [−P−
S S−P−]− at room temperature, and the results of these
investigations are presented below.

We performed the oxidation of DMTP(O−)S by employ-
ing pulse radiolysis in aqueous solutions at room temperature
with the aid of Cl2

•−, •OH, SO4
•− and N3

• radicals.
Radiolytically, the hydroxyl radicals (•OH) in N2O-saturated

aqueous solutions are produced according to reactions 9 and
10.50−56

H O e (2.8), H O , H(0.6), OH(2.8), H O (0.7)2 aq 3 2 2→
γ − + ••

(9)

ke N O OH N OH (

9.1 10 M s )

aq 2 2 10

9 1 1

+ → + +

= ×

− • −

− − (10)

In the presence of chloride anion (Cl−), the •OH are
converted into Cl2

•− (reactions 11−15).20,50−56

k

k

OH Cl ClOH ( 4.3 10 M

s , 6.1 10 s )
11

9 1

1
11

9 1

V+ = ×

= ×

• − •− −

−
−

−
(11)

k

k

ClOH H (HOClH) ( 3.0 10 M

s , 1.0 10 s )
12

10 1

1
12

8 1

V+ = ×

= ×

•− + • −

−
−

−
(12)

k

k

(HOClH) Cl H O ( (5 2) 10

s , 2.5 10 M s )
2 13

14

1
13

5 1 1

V + = ± ×

= ×

• •

−
−

− −
(13)

k

k

Cl Cl Cl ( (8.5 0.6) 10

M s , (6.0 0.5) 10 s )
2 14

9

1 1
14

4 1

V+ = ± ×

= ± ×

• − •−

− −
−

−
(14)

k

k

Cl H O (HOClH) Cl ( 1300

M s , (8 2) 10 M s )
2 2 15

1 1
15

9 1 1

V+ + =

= ± ×

•− • −

− −
−

− −
(15)

In the presence of azide anion (N3
−), the •OH are converted

into azide radicals (N3
•, reaction 16).50,51,56

kOH N OH N ( 1.2 10 M s )3 3 16
10 1 1+ → + = ×• − − • − −

(16)

Radiation chemical generation of SO4
•− in aqueous solution

involves the reaction of radiation-produced eaq
− with persulfate

anions (S2O8
2−) (reaction 17) in the presence of a high

concentration of t-butanol as the scavenger of •OH.20,50,57

ke S O SO SO ( 1.2 10 M s )aq 2 8
2

4 4
2

17
10 1 1+ → + = ×− − •− − − −

(17)

3.4.1. Cl2
•−-Mediated Oxidation of DMTP(O−)S. To

study the Cl2
•−-mediated reactions employing pulse radiolysis,

N2O-saturated aqueous solutions with low pH (pH = 2.8)
having Cl− concentration ([NaCl] = 1 mM) that is much
higher than the substrate concentration (i.e., [DMTP(O−)
S] = 2.5 × 10−4 M) are used. These conditions ensure efficient
Cl2

•− formation (reactions 11−15).
3.4.1.1. Formation of the Thiyl Radical (−P−S•). Based on

Hasegawa and Neta’s work58 on the formation of Cl2
•− and its

reaction with various compounds, we assign the absorption
spectrum with a maximum at 345 nm59 shown in Figure 5B to
Cl2

•− that is formed within 0.2 μs after the pulse (Figure 5A
inset).
Figure 5B also presents another absorption spectrum with a

maximum at 410 nm. This spectrum is assigned to the one-
electron oxidized DMTP(O−)S. Su and co-workers obtained
a very similar spectrum by carrying out laser flash photolysis of
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DEP in the presence of Na2S2O8 and LiCl49 as well as of
Na2S2O8 and LiBr.

49 Based on the first radical chemical studies
carried out on DIP and S-oligomers employing ESR spectros-
copy at low temperature,18 Su and co-workers assigned this
spectrum to the σ2σ*1 adduct radicals, −P−S Cl (reactions 4
and 6, in the presence LiCl) and −P−S Br.49 However, we
assign the absorption spectrum in Figure 5B to the thiyl
radical, −P−S• (reaction 18). Deconvolution of the
spectrokinetic data (see Figure S1) presented in Figure 5B,C
shows that the decay of Cl2

•− formed after the pulse correlates
with the build-up of −P−S• that absorbs at 410 nm, according
to the following reaction 18.

The −P−S• is formed via one-electron oxidation of
DMTP(O−)S by Cl2

•− (E° Cl2
•−/2Cl− = 2.1−2.3

V52,60,61), and the rate constant of this reaction at 298 K is
measured as 1.2 × 109 M−1 s−1 (reaction 18). Thus, contrary to
our ESR studies18 (Figures 234, Table 1) and contrary to the
proposed interpretation of the absorption spectrum in Figure
5A from laser flash photolysis in aqueous solution at room
temperature,49 our pulse radiolysis data convincingly show that
the formation of −P−S Cl happens only at low temperature
but not at room temperature owing to the weak bonding in the
σ2σ*1 adduct.

3.4.1.2. Decay of −P−S•. -P-S• formed via reaction 18
disappears without forming the σ2σ*1 adduct radical, [−P−
S S−P−]−, unlike our ESR studies in homogeneous glassy
solutions at low temperature18 (Figures 2−4, Table 1) and
unlike the laser flash photolysis in aqueous solution at room
temperature. We conclude that the main reaction for −P−S• is
the dimerization to form a stable diamagnetic molecule, [−P−
S−S−P−] (reaction 19, see Section 2b for this assignment),
absorbing either in UV or with a low extinction coefficient.
Thus, it could not be detected at a longer wavelength than 300
nm.

3.4.2. OH-Mediated Oxidation of DMTP(O−)S.
3.4.2.1. One-Electron Oxidation of DMTP(O−)S by •OH
Causes the Thiyl Radical (−P−S•) Formation. To investigate
the reaction of •OH with DMTP(O−)S by pulse radiolysis,
we have used N2O-saturated aqueous solution of 2.5 × 10−4 M
DMTP(O−)S. Figure 6 presents the formation of an intense

absorption band at 410 nm (B) and its decay followed up to
200 μs after the electron pulse (Figure 6A). The maximum
absorption has been observed at around 1 μs; subsequently,
this band decays without any change in its shape (Figure 6B).

As the absorption spectrum (Figure 5B) of the radical
formed via reaction of Cl2

•− with DMTP(O−)S (reaction
18) matches well with the absorption spectrum of the radical
(Figure 6A, black) produced due to reaction of •OH with
DMTP(O−)S (reaction 20), we conclude that both
reactions form the same radical species and it is not a σ2σ*1

adduct radical, for example, −P−S Cl or −P−S OH. We

Figure 5. Pulse radiolysis of N2O saturated solution at pH = 2.8 of
DMTP(O−)S, 2.5 × 10−4 M in the presence of 1 mM NaCl. (A)
Evolution of transient absorption spectra in time. Inset: Kinetics
observed at three wavelengths. (B) Deconvoluted absorption spectra
(C) and the kinetics of the two species Cl2

•− and −P−S•. (B) and
(C) were obtained from the analysis of the spectro-kinetic matrix data
(see Figure S1).

Figure 6. Pulse radiolysis of N2O-saturated solution (pH = 7) of 2.5
× 10−3(black) and 2.5 × 10−4 M DMTP(O−)S (blue and red) after
the pulse at 90 Gy/pulse (black and blue) and 30 Gy/pulse (red). (A)
Kinetics of formation and decay of the thiyl radical, P−S•, at different
dose; inset: formation and decay of P−S• in the 5 μs range (90 Gy/
pulse) and (B) deconvoluted absorption spectrum.
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assign this radical species as the thiyl radical, −P−S• (reactions
18 and 20) and is formed via one-electron oxidation of
DMTP(O−)S by either Cl2

•− (reaction 18) or by •OH (E°
•OH, H+/H2O = 2.73 V)50,61 midpoint potential (E7

•OH, H+/
H2O = 2.3 V,50,62,63 reaction 20).
The rate constant of reaction 20 was determined as (1 ±

0.1) 1010 M−1 s−1. Thus, the rate of reaction 20 is almost one
order of magnitude higher than that of reaction 18.
3.4.2.2. Decay of −P−S•. −P−S• decays with a rate

constant of about 3.5 × 107 M−1 s−1 (Figure 6A). The product
of the decay does not absorb in the region 300−600 nm. The
decay follows predominantly a second-order kinetics (Figure
S2). Consequently, −P−S• undergoes dimerization to form a
stable diamagnetic molecule, [−P−S−S−P−] (reaction 19).
3.4.3. Reaction of SO4

•− and N3
• with DMTP(O−)S. The

standard reduction potential of SO4
•− was reported as (SO4

•−/
SO4

2−) = 2.44 V.50,61 SO4
•− was generated via reaction 17 in

the presence of •OH scavenger, that is, t-butanol.20,50 SO4
•−

oxidizes DMTP(O−)S forming −P−S• (reaction 21 and
Figure S3), and the rate constant of this reaction has been
measured as = 1 × 109 M−1 s−1.

However, pulse radiolysis measurements showed that N3
•

does not oxidize DMTP(O−)S, thereby establishing that the
redox potential of −P−S• is higher than that of N3

• (E° (N3
•/

N3
−) = 1.33 V50,51,55,56,61).
3.4.4. Oxidation of Guo by −P−S• from DMTP(O−)S. As

described in Sections 123 above, DMTP(O−)S is oxidized
by Cl2

•−, •OH, and SO4
•− but not by N3

•. Based on these
results, it is expected that the reduction potential of −P−S•
from DMTP(O−)S would be higher than either E° (G•+/G)
= 1.49 V)45,50,62,64,65 or E7 (G(N1−H)•)/H+, G) = 1.29
V.45,50,62,64,65 In addition, using the DFT/ωB97xD-PCM/6-
31++G** method, the calculated adiabatic ionization energy
(AIE) values (in eV) for the guanine (G)-containing
phosphorothioate (G-P(O−)S, 5.77 eV), phosphate (O4P-
G, 5.76 V), and the abasic phosphorothioate (O3PSEt2, 5.85
eV) (see Supporting Information for their structures) showed
that the phosphorothioate and the phosphate with G base have
very similar AIEs with spin on the G base.20

On the other hand, the calculated AIE value of the abasic
phosphorothioate is observed to be higher than that of the G−
P(O−)S and the spin on the S-atom; hence, it is expected
that in G−P(O−)S, the one-electron oxidized phosphor-
othioate moiety would oxidize the G base (i.e., backbone-to-
base hole transfer process),20 forming G•+ which would
undergo subsequent reactions.5−7,23,28−31,50,64

To test this hypothesis, we have performed pulse radiolysis
of the Ar-saturated solution (pH = 7) containing 5 × 10−5 M
Guo, 5 × 10−4 M DMTP(O−)S, 0.2 M t-butanol as the •OH
scavenger,20 and 2 × 10−3 M S2O8

2− as a solvated electron
scavenger (reaction 17).
The absorption spectrum recorded at 40 μs after the pulse

confirms the formation of −P−S• from DMTP(O−)S
absorbing at 410 nm (see Figure 7) via one-electron oxidation
by SO4

•− (reactions 17 and 21). Subsequently, the absorption
spectrum recorded at 100 μs after the pulse confirms the
formation of a guanyl radical with a prominent 300 nm band
and a shoulder at 350 nm. ESR, pulse radiolysis, and flash

photolysis have established that deprotonation of G•+ in
nucleosides in single stranded (ss) oligomers and in the
intrabase pair proton transfer process in double-stranded
DNA-oligomers happens from the N1-site of the guanine
base.5,6,45−47,50,64,66−73 Pulse radiolysis and flash photolysis
have established that the deprotonation of G•+ from N1
happens in the sub-μs region67−71 and with the rate constant
values as 1.8 × 107 s−1 (pulse radiolysis)69,71 and 1.5 × 107 s−1

(flash photolysis).70 In comparison of this spectrum with the
reported G(N1-H)• spectrum in the literature,64,66−73 we
attribute a significant part of the absorption spectrum recorded
at 100 μs after the pulse to G(N1-H)•.
The decay of −P−S• from DMTP(O−)S correlates with

the formation of the guanyl radical, indicating that formation of
the guanyl radical occurs via the intermolecular oxidation
process, that is, −P−S•-mediated oxidation of Guo (reaction
22). It is interesting to note that the decay of −P−S• from
DMTP(O−)S has been observed to be faster upon
increasing the concentration of Guo (see Figure S4).
Furthermore, at a longer time (180 μs) after the pulse, only

the 300 nm band is observed, and the other two bands are not
observed. This spectrum matches well with the reported
spectrum •GOH (reaction 23).73 It is well-established that
•GOH formation occurs via nucleophilic attack of water at C-8
of the guanine cation radical (G•+) followed by deprotona-
tion.73−75 On this basis, we assign the absorption spectrum
recorded at 100 μs after the pulse due to both G(N1-H)• and
•GOH. The estimated value of the rate constant for reaction
23 is 8 × 103 s−1.

Figure 7. Absorption spectra recorded at different time delays
employing pulse radiolysis of the Ar-saturated solution containing 5 ×
10−5 M Guo, 5 × 10−4 M DMTP(O−)S, 0.2 M t-butanol, and 2 ×
10−3 M S2O8

2−.
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3.4.5. Oxidation of the Guanine Base by −P−S• in G−
P(O−)S. Based on our observation that −P−S• can oxidize
the guanine base in Guo (Section 4, above), we have carried
out pulse radiolysis of Ar-saturated aqueous solution of 1.25 ×
10−4 M G-P(O−)S in the presence of 2 × 10−3 M S2O8

2− as
the radiation-produced electron scavenger (reaction 17) and
0.2 M t-butanol20 (Figure 8).

The pulse radiolysis has been performed at different
timescales, and a few selected absorption spectra have been
reported at 200 ns, 500 ns, 800 ns (top), 3, and 40 μs after the
pulse, as shown in Figure 8. At 200 ns, the absorption band of
the radical SO4

•‑ with a contribution from the fully solvated
electron (aqueous electron, eaq

−) is observed. At 800 ns, the
shape of the absorption band is broader in the visible region.
At these timescales, we do not observe the characteristic
absorption (410 nm) of −P−S•.
The absorption spectrum recorded at 2 μs after the pulse

shows three well-defined bands at 480, 390, and 300 nm. This
spectrum matches well with the reported spectrum of the
conjugate base (N1-deprotonated form) of G•+, that is, G(N1-
H)• in the literature.20,47,50,63,64,66−73 Based on these results
and on the results shown in Figure 7, we propose that the
lifetime of the −P−S• produced via oxidation of G-P(O−)S
by SO4

•‑ is very short in the range of ps (reaction 24). In fact,
these data suggest that the intramolecular electron transfer is
quite facile as if G•+ in G−P(O−)S is produced via direct G
base oxidation by SO4

•‑.
Therefore, we assign the spectrum at 3 μs to G(N1-H)•

from G−P(O−)S. This result is clear evidence of intra-
molecular oxidation of the guanine base of G−P(O−)S
forming G•+ followed by its deprotonation. At a longer
timescale, 40 μs after the pulse, the bands at 480 and 390 nm

disappear; a new species is formed that absorbs at 300 nm with
a shoulder around 370 nm, just similar to our observation in
Figure 7. This spectrum matches well with the reported
spectrum of •GOH (reaction 23).73

3.5. Theoretical Studies. Theoretical calculations were
performed to elucidate the mechanisms of radical formation
and their characterization as proposed by ESR investigations
and pulse radiolysis. Using B3LYP-PCM/6-31++G(d) meth-
odology, we calculated the spin density distributions, HFCC
values, and thermochemical quantities such as free energy (G),
enthalpy (H), and entropy (S) for reactions 4, 5, and 18 to
explain the formation and stability of −P−S Cl and [−P−
S S−P−]− adducts at 298 K. Because the radicals that appear
in reactions 4, 5, and 18 are localized cation radical systems,
the use of B3LYP is quite appropriate,18,47,66 as there is no
issue with the well-known charge delocalization issues in these
systems.

3.5.1. HFCCs. The B3LYP-PCM/6-31++G(d)-calculated
HFCCs of −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− along with their
experimental values are presented in Table 1. For −P−S Cl
adduct, ESR estimated couplings of 35Cl and P are ca. 63 and
18 G, respectively. The calculated total HFCCs (Aiso + Aaniso)
of 35Cl are 1.24, 1.26, and 63.29 G, respectively (see Table 1
and Table S1). The total calculated α-P HFCCs are −13.82,
−13.11, and −12.82 G, respectively (see Table 1 and Table
S1). Following our previous studies on DIP, S-oligomers, and
phosphorodithioates,18,20 we find that a good match of 35Cl
with the experiment is evident, but the calculated HFCC of P
is ca. 4 G less than the experimental value. For the [−P−S S−
P−]− adduct, the experimentally obtained α-P HFCCs are ca.
10 G and ca. 12.5 G, respectively. The corresponding
calculated total HFCCs due to each α-P are −10.08, −9.3,
and −8.31 G and −12.65, −12.07, and −11.46 G, which are in
good agreement with the experimentally obtained HFCCs.

3.5.2. Relative Stability of Adducts with Temperature. We
have theoretically tested the hypothesis that at low temperature
(77 K), ESR predicts the −P−S Cl adduct radical formation.
However, pulse radiolysis carried out at room temperature
confirms the formation of −P−S•. To aid our understanding of
temperature-dependent −P−S Cl adduct stability, we calcu-
lated the free energy (G), enthalpy (H), and entropy (S) of
−P−S Cl, Cl−, and −P−S• at 298 K and calculated the
dissociation energy for reaction (−P−S Cl → −P−S• + Cl−)
(see Table S2). The calculated dissociation free energy (ΔG)
is 0.4 kcal/mol, which evidences that −P−S Cl adduct is
unbound (unstable) at room temperature and unequivocally
supports the pulse radiolysis experiment. To gain insights into
the stability at low temperature, we approximate the
dissociation free energy at 0 K (neglecting the entropy
contribution) to be 7.5 kcal/mol, which supports the presence
of the −P−S Cl adduct at low temperature as proposed by
ESR at 77 K. Similarly, the [−P−S S−P−]− adduct is weakly
stable at room temperature by 2.5 kcal/mol, while it is
stabilized at 0 K by ca. 12 kcal/mol (see Table S2). Therefore,
the combination of experimental and theoretical results
reported in this work, along with our previous work on
phosphorodithioates,20 establishes that the σ2σ*1 adduct
radicals −P−S Cl, [−P−S S−P−]−, and [−P−2S 2S−

Figure 8. Absorption spectra (top and bottom) obtained by
employing pulse radiolysis of Ar-saturated solution (pH = 7) of
1.25 × 10−3 M G-P(O−)S in the presence of 2 × 10−3 M S2O8

2−,
0.2 M t-butanol at various time delays.
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P−]− are stable at low temperature but not at room
temperature.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work has led to the following salient findings that include
answers to the questions posed in the introduction of our
work:
4.1. Synthesis of G−P(O−)S Na+ and DMTP(O−)S

Na+. The syntheses of the 5′-phosphorothioate nucleoside, G−
P(O−)S Na+, and the modified protocol for the synthesis of
DMTP(O−)S Na+, both model compounds, are reported.
4.2. P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− are Formed Only at

Low Temperature. Similar to our previous work on
phosphorothioates18 and phosphorodithioates,20 P−S Cl
formation in DMTP(O−)S and G−P(O−)S and [−P−
S S−P−]− production in DMTP(O−)S are observed
employing ESR. However, pulse radiolysis show that both
DMTP(O−)S and G−P(O−)S, via one-electron oxida-
tion, form the thiyl radical (−P−S•), which did not lead to
[−P−S S−P−]− formation. This work thus questions the
laser flash photolysis report on P−S Cl formation in the
aqueous solution of phosphorothioate at ambient temper-
ature.49 In addition, DFT calculations show that the bond
enthalpy of −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− are 7.5 and 11.7
kcal/mol, respectively, which explains their stability at low
temperatures. On the other hand, only −P−S• formation was
observed by pulse radiolysis measurements carried out at
ambient temperatures due to the fact that the entropy of
dissociation drives the equilibrium to the separate species
(−P−S•).
4.3. The inductive Effect and Hyperconjugation

Affect the ESR Parameters of −P−S Cl and [−P−
S S−P−]−. The differences observed in the HFCC values
and g-values of −P−S Cl and [−P−S S−P−]− in DMTP-
(O−)S vs DIP are due to the inductive effects and in the
hyperconjugation of isopropyl vs methyl groups.
4.4. The Backbone-To-Base Hole Transfer Process is

Unimolecular and Facile and Occurs Via Hopping.
According to the previous work from our laboratory on S-
oligomers18 and ESR studies employing samples having
different concentrations (3 and 11 mg/mL) of the nucleotide,
G−P(O−)S, P−S Cl oxidizes the G base (backbone-to-base
hole transfer) in G−P(O−)S unimolecularly via thermally
activated hopping.
The DFT calculations on AIE using the DFT/

ωB97XDPCM/6-31++G** method predicted the oxidation
of the G base by one-electron-oxidized phosphate and
phosphorothioate20 [see Section 4.4]. Pulse radiolysis
validated this theoretical prediction and showed that the
timescale of the backbone-to-base hole transfer process in G−
P(O−)S is in the sub-picosecond range in aqueous solution
at room temperature and the results are obtained by theoretical
simulations.20

Our previous studies17−22 proposed that successful for-
mation of a sugar radical (e.g., C5′•) should occur via a very
rapid (<10−12 s) deprotonation from the directly ionized sugar-
phosphate backbone, even though longer-lived holes and
electrons are successfully scavenged (Scheme 1). The rate of
this deprotonation must be faster than that of energetically
downhill transfer of the hole (unpaired spin) from the ionized
sugar-phosphate backbone to the DNA base (backbone-to-
base) hole transfer, which is in the sub-picosecond range
(Scheme 1).

4.5. The Number of Sulfur Substitution in the
Phosphate Group Controls the Directionality of the
Hole Transfer Process between the Base and Backbone.
Combining the results of G−P(O−)S with our previous
studies on phosphorothioate18 and on phosphorodithioate,20

we have observed that hole transfer occurs from the backbone
(P−(O−)S) to base in phosphorothioate-incorporated DNA
and from the base to backbone (P−(S−)S) in phosphor-
odithioate-incorporated DNA. Thus, the directionality of
transfer of the hole and its localization between the base and
backbone is crucially controlled by the number of sulfur
substitution in the phosphate group.

4.6. Being the First to Report the Rate of Hydration
of the Guanyl Radical in the Phosphorothioate
Monomer. This work reports the rate of hydration of the
guanyl radical in the phosphorothioate monomer, G−P(O−)
S, as 8 × 103 s−1. This rate is expected, as the corresponding
rate of hydration of one-electron-oxidized guanine in ds
oligomers with the sugar-phosphate backbone and in highly
polymerized calf thymus DNA has been reported to be much
lower by one to two orders of magnitude;73 this difference in
the rate of hydration of the guanyl radical between the
monomer and oligomers including calf thymus DNA is
attributed to the difference in properties such as base stacking
and water access and mobility between the monomer and the
polymer.50,76,77

4.7. Biological Implication of these Results. Owing to
the facile backbone-to-base hole transfer process in one-
electron-oxidized phosphorothioate, the backbone would be
protected more than the base as evidenced by •GOH
formation (reaction 23). On the other hand, the base moieties
in one-electron-oxidized phosphorodithioate would be pro-
tected more than the backbone due to the facile base-to-
backbone hole transfer process.20 Consequently, both
phosphorothioate and phosphorodithoates can be predicted
to augment radiation damage to cells, while phosphorodithoate
would be more effective in causing radiation-induced cell death
due to the backbone damage and to the S−S linkage formation
between DNA and proteins20 apart from affecting the repair
processes via alteration of gene expression. These predictions
need to be validated. We note here that phosphorothioate-
mediated augmentation of radiation damage to cells has
already been reported and has been proposed to improve the
radiotherapeutic efficacy of liver cancer.78
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